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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestion of the research 

based on the data finding and data analysis in the previous chapter. It 

contains the result of the research and the suggestion for the next research. 

It includes result the treatment of human to the nature and the 

consequences of human that the researcher found in Replenish the Earth 

drama script.  

5.1 Conclusion 

This research is focused on environmental issues in the drama 

script Replenish the Earth by DM. Larson. In the first question, the 

researcher finds several sentences that connected with the treatment of 

human to the panthers. Researcher finds the human treat the panthers 

correctly. The human here are grandpa, Michele and young Michele. They 

treat the panthers correctly. They save the panthers, keep the dwelling, 

feed them and doing everything that makes the panthers feel comfortable. 

Grandpa always takes care of the panthers every time. Michele tried to 

take care of the panthers from her grandpa. She followed what her grandpa 

done. They really taking care of them as good as they can. 

In the second question, the researcher also found several sentences 

that connected with the consequences of human. Grandpa got the best 

consequences of it. He got his dream. He appears in the cover of 

magazine, so that there are many people know him. He makes the congress 

agreed with him to expand the territory of the panthers. He really got the 

best consequences in his live. He can reach his dream and also he known 

by the people as the best person who can save the panthers.  

So that, the conclusions are who protect the nature, he will get the 

best consequences. To treat the nature we can do many things as like the 

writer said above. We can keep them, taking care of them, feed them, and 
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saving them from people who want to kill or destroy it. We have to treat 

the nature with our heart, so that we will get the best consequences of it. 

Because there is no the best result when we did not done the good thing. 

Everything is depending our act.  

5.2 Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher suggest to the next 

researcher in order to do a better research in the future. If the reader wants 

to analyze further about nature writing or ecological texts using 

Ecocriticism or environmental studies, the researcher suggest to the reader 

to find any texts, novel, short story, movie script or poem that contains 

environmental issues on it. If the reader wants to use this drama script as 

the object of analysis, the reader can analyze the psychology of the main 

character. The reader can use other theory that related to the topic. The 

analyses can also use other theories that still connected with Ecocriticism. 

The writer hopes that the next reader understands the theories and the texts 

before doing the research. It makes easy to analyze when the reader 

understand about the theories and the texts first. The researcher hopes this 

thesis gives contribution to the student of English department who wants 

to analyze about the same topic and the same object. Hopefully this 

research motivates other to analyze using Ecocriticism especially 

environmental issues in literary works.  

 

 

 


